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FLORIDA MARINA DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION AND APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
AND MANAGEMENT, INC. ANNOUNCE THE SIGNING OF A KOREA COLLABORATION
AGREEMENT.
Florida Marina Development Corporation, Ltd signs an independent sales representative of
Applied Technology and Management, Inc to market its marina and waterfront consulting and
engineering work in South Korea.
Seoul, South Korea – Mr. W. Samuel Phlegar, PE, President of Applied Technology and Management,
Inc (―ATM‖) in the US and Mr. Myungkune Moon, of Florida Marina Development Corporation, Ltd
in Korea (―FMD‖) announced the signing of a collaboration agreement to develop a marina and
waterfront consulting and engineering market in Korea.
ATM is a globally prominent professional service firm specializing in marina, coastal and marine
engineering, water resources engineering, and environmental consulting services over the last two
decades. It is based in the Southeastern United States with an international office in Dubai.
Under the agreement, FMD will promote and market ATM’s services in Korea. ATM services will
include marina and waterfront consulting and engineering, including planning, engineering, design,
operations consulting, and construction support services for marinas, cruise facilities, urban
waterfronts, multi-purpose fisheries development resorts, and similar private and public projects.
A spokesperson for FMD noted that ―FMD’s presence in the Korean marina and waterfront property
development market and its years of networking experience in the Korean marina industry has created
a need for marina consulting services, which it does not perform. We are happy to collaborate with a
global marina consulting company like ATM. FMD is very excited to leverage ATM’s extensive
experience in planning marinas in Dubai, China, and the Caribbean in Korea. We are confident that
ATM’s eco-friendly marina and waterfront village designs will complement and enhance the natural
assets of Korea while improving local resident’s lives.‖
About Florida Marina Development, Inc.:
Florida Marina Development, Inc is a unique consortium of marina and waterfront development companies with extensive
experience in the conceptualization, design, and construction of world-class waterfront facilities and developments. FMD's
partners and their affiliated companies have in the past decades successfully implemented numerous coastal and marina
design/build projects throughout the southeastern United States and the Caribbean region. The company specially
established its foreign direct investment corporation in South Korea in 2009 to develop world-class waterfront destinations
in Korea. The FMD associates, having visited Korea on multiple occasions, see tremendous potential to develop the coastal
areas of Korea into a global destination for yachting and waterside development—replicating the success of the South
Florida and Caribbean markets in this regard. FMD's destination development projects will cater to the new concept of the
―geo-tourist‖-the tourist who values geography, ecology, culture, the environment, and other related factors.

